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The Folio Society Edition of George Eliot's Fiction
The Millennium has provided a number of reasons for celebration, but for members of the
Fellowship and admirers of George Eliot generally the year 2000 will see two signal recognitions of her status. Before it is out, the Oxford Reader s Companion to George Eliot, under the
general editorship of John Rignall and with contributions from informed enthusiasts and scholars all over the world, will be issued and will provide a permanent commentary on and record
of her life and works. And now the Folio Society, publishers of attractive editions, generally
with illustrations by gifted engravers, have issued in January, though with 1999 on each title
page, a set of the fiction: the two stories, 'The Lifted Veil' and 'Brother Jacob', are omitted as
well as the poetry, the essays, and Impressions of Theophrastus Such.
These omissions are hardly surprising: George Eliot savoured whole is not to everyone's taste,
and indeed it requires a strong palate to enjoy the learned banquet of Romola or what F. R.
Leavis would have undoubtedly felt were the indigestible Judaic gobbets of Daniel Deronda.
One can't help feeling that the visual medium carries its own particular message for the printed one and that it is responsible at least in part for this publishing venture, for George Eliot has
made it to the small and large screen, notably with what it are bound to be remembered as Ben
Kingsley's Silas Mamer and Andrew Davies's Middlemarch. Nothing succeeds like success,
and Davies switched effortlessly to Mrs Gaskell, his Wives and Daughters being brought out
by the BBC at the same time as Alan Bleasdale's Oliver Twist on ITV. Each production had
fiction which emanated from the adapters rather than the adapted, but that is par for the course
in the multi-game-plan of the visuals: one just hopes that the gap between the book and the
screen-play is not too great for the readers who see the film first and buy the book as a result.
However, that is by the way. George Eliot has received from the Folio Society the more-thancosmetic accolade of fine book production: binding, print, illustrations, all are consonant with
care, aesthetic discrimination, artistic sensitivity. With scrupulous gender selectivity the Folio
Society has chosen seven female editors to write introductions (by way of egalitarianism, six
of the illustrators are male) and they are drawn from the academic and creative areas: one or
two in truth could lay claim to be eminent in both. There is A. S. Byatt, Booker prize winner
with Possession and distinguished George Eliot scholar; Gillian Beer, past Chairman of the
Booker judges and also a distinguished George Eliot and nineteenth-century scholar; Jane
Gardam, stimulating modem novelist whose span is from children's books to adult fiction;
Penelope Fitzgerald, modem novelist and author of impressive studies of Burne-Jones and
Charlotte Mew; Bel Mooney, modem novelist, journalist, television and radio interviewer, a
George Eliot enthusiast; Kathryn Hughes, author of the most recent major biography of
George Eliot; and JiII Paton Walsh, modem novelist whose talents embrace several genres
within that category. By any standards it is an interesting and varied group, each member having to distil in brief compass some relevant biographical details of George Eliot and some critical response to the novel concerned as a means of encouraging the reader to read it.
The academic concerns must not weigh too heavily, the general statements must not be made
too lightly, for the potential reader will know that George Eliot is a serious writer who combines elevated wisdom with the (sometimes humorous) common touch. Each editor does her
own thing. Let us take Jill Paton Walsh, who employs the biographical generalization: 'Her
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early childhood was happy, an idyll marred only by Isaac's rather domineering nature' (vii), a
statement which apparently takes The Mill on the Floss as autobiographical truth and the
'Brother and Sister' sonnets as residual evidence. The biographical precis is followed by three
pages on Scenes of Clerical Life and one page on Si/as Mamer (the latter title only appears on
the spine of the volume which these two works share). Miss Paton Walsh has the sequence
right (Scenes appeared in 1857, Si/as Mamer in 1861) but by a quirk of (presumably) in-house
editorial policy Si/as Mamer comes first in this volume and is given much larger print and
hence prominence on the title page. This introduction rightly underlines George Eliot's
'incomparable understanding of English Society, and of religious belief as one of the shaping
forces in the lives of her contemporaries' (vii).
Jane Gardam's introduction to Adam Bede covers the genesis of the book, George Eliot's fear
that she would never write anything so true again, a biographical summary and some indulgent fiction of her own. George Eliot's 'names' are considered, sometimes with odd emphasis,
like the reference to her calling herself 'Medusa' - this was on one occasion - though
'Madonna' is omitted. Fancifully Miss Gardam sees 'the quaint little hunched George Eliot,
with her huge head, listening; forgetting nothing' (xi) on her visit to her aunt Elizabeth Evans
which provided the basis for Adam Bede, and later speculates about the ending (strictly the
Epilogue): 'Did the author suddenly lose her nerve? Was there a rush of sympathy for her readers? Is it the result of the streak of conformity and desire to please and be loved that were
always there alongside her rebelliousness?' (xi). Perhaps it just is that George Eliot is following the pattern she set in Scenes and which she would follow right through her fictions, variously called Conclusion, Epilogue, Finale or given a Chapter number but with the same effect
and intention.
Bel Mooney's introduction to The Mill on the Floss asserts persuasively that the novel 'speaks
to us most clearly in its author's low, sad, but deeply understanding tones' (ix). She also documents interesting critical reactions, searches the pre-eminence of narrative interest - for
author and reader - in the character of Maggie, and emphasizes 'the craving, the compulsion,
of sexual attraction' (xiv) present in the novel and in George Eliot's own experience.
And when we come to Gillian Beer's introduction to Romola we are aware of just how effective stringent, direct statement can be in focusing our attention on the positive merits (there are
some) of George Eliot's historical novel. 'It is a spy story told from within the sensibility of a
double agent' (xi), its time of publication coinciding with 'a European fulcrum of revolutionary change and the emergence of nationhood, through the Risorgimento' (xiii). The novel contains 'ironic and often fierce analysis' (xiv) and among its subtleties is the fact that 'Goodness,
as well as evil, may produce alienation. Commitment may produce damage as deep as treachery, as Savonarola comes to know' (xvii). Here life-plot summary has given way to incisive
evaluation: one hopes that it will pave the way for more readers to brave the fifteenth-century
ambience of contrived idiom and consummate research.
Kathryn Hughes on Felix Holt is historically direct too in the sense that she sets the wider and
the personal background and foreground to the novel admirably: a simplistic glance at
Impressions of Theophrastus Such is followed by sound comment on Felix Holt and then a
look at the heroine, Esther Lyon. She compares her, again somewhat too simply, with other
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George Eliot heroines. She rightly notes Felix Holt as marking a departure, the author moving
on to 'the magnificent Middlemarch and the elegiac Daniel Deronda' (xi). The adjectives are
inadequate but the thrust is right. Penelope Fitzgerald summarizes that main elements of
Middlemarch and is particularly good on character: she gets caught up, inevitably, in the question of the woman's lot, takes the conventional (but defensible) view of Ladislaw, and stresses the truthfulness to the time of the portrait of Dorothea, her influences for good being 'part
of the book's great diminuendo' (ix). She probes the subtlety of the aesthetic in the novel, the
construction perfectly consonant with the 'intensely human effect' (x) which George Eliot
achieves. And there is a quite brilliant commentary on the telling influence of the novel's
length, which has 'room in it for hesitations, even moments of relenting, which give the story
another dimension, like music heard at a distance' (x). Admittedly, Dorothea's 'epiphany', as
she puts it, when she looks out after her night of anguish, has been explored with various
emphases by others, but we feel that this introduction to a great novel is fittingly in the hands
of a great writer whose sensitivities provide a tremulous register for the reader.
A. S. Byatt's opening paragraph underlines both the complexity and the intellectual, historical, scientific, social and philosophical range of Daniel Deronda. Even that span of words does
not cover the fullness of its conception, and she goes on to indicate the weaknesses, the
strengths and the massive reading research involved in this 'unexpected' novel. As she says,
'Eliot is working out both a cosmic myth, an ironic realist narrative of conversion and charisma, and an international, inter-racial epic' (x). Byatt's particularities include selective investigations of Gwendolen and the nineteenth-century woman's constraints and constrictions,
together with the citing of an expansive modem reading of the novel. And, alone among the
introducers but with new readers in mind, she includes a list of further reading.
What are we to make of this salute to George Eliot? The introductions are variously coloured
by the expert, the enthusiast, or the tiller in the same vineyard at whatever remove. In a word,
they are uneven, specific or generalized, vibrant or vague, sashaying or stimulating across the
brief spectrum. The lack of notes ensures that the intelligent general reader - at whom this is
presumably aimed - will experience degrees of frustration simply through dearth of information in commentary. There were times during my re-reading of Romola (which has the occasional note at the foot of the page) when I cried out for Andrew Brown's Clarendon edition,
with its notes and translations, sometimes excessive but rivetting because of their indications
and insights into the author herself and her saturation in her novel and its period. Perhaps it is
that notes threaten reading continuity, or that this extension of the text is an expensive business, or merely alien to the Folio practice. You pays your money (here £165 for the set - individual volumes I understand will be available later) and you takes your choice. Longer introductions perhaps, in some cases, more carefully monitored, might be more promotional that
the idea of a boxed - and half unread - set. But the issue is itself a kind of recognition that we
should welcome, applaud, treasure. The Folio Society has a distinguished history, particularly
in relation to the classics, which goes back to 1947 when it issued its first, Tales by Tolstoy.
The paperback market monopoly of classics today means that hardback editions of George
Eliot, a permanent investment of the intellect, are difficult to come by (the Clarendon edition,
still not completed, would work out much more expensive than this). And since the days of
books are almost certainly numbered and George Eliot will appear on screen out of copyright
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and easily annotated during the twenty-first century, the Folio edition is, to use Kathryn
Hughes's word of Daniel Deronda, ironically 'elegiac'. But despite the fact that an opportunity has been missed to provide fuller introductions and notes which need not have been too
academic but rather succinctly informative, we should celebrate this attempt to bring George
Eliot out of the academic icon category and into the wider readership of appreciation which
she demands and deserves.
Graham Handley
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